
What Doodles or Drawings Mean? 
 
Many of us doodle and you may not realize it but doodles will actually tell you a lot about your 
personality and mood. The size, position as well as what the object(s) of focus of will lead you to 
some key clues. There are many different shapes, designs and colors of doodles, just as there are 
different dream scenarios, but there are some that are quite common and, as such, more easily 
interpreted. 
 
Figures 
 
If your sheet turned into multiplication table, you definitely think about material things. There 
are two opinions possible – you either think about the improvement of your financial situation, 
or plan to pay off your debts. 
 
Sun 
 
If your notepad pages are illustrated with sun rays, it does not absolutely mean that your mood is 
bloomy colored. Just quite the contrary! You cry out for warmth, attention and responsiveness. 
The best way out in this situation is to meet with tried and faithful friends. It would ease your 
mind and enhance your mood. 
 
Geometric objects 
 
Rhombs, squares, triangles and other figures mean staunchness, motivation and accountability. 
Such people are resolute, direct of speech, they often take management positions. In this context, 
the line balance may be the sign of diligence, prudence, but sharp peaks and strict lines must 
cause your alertness. There are aggressiveness and extra intension behind it. 
 
Crosses 
 
Right or ornately shaped, decorated or simple, crosses mean only one thing: the person who’s 

drawing them feel a remorse towards somebody. The only way to get rid of it is to communicate 
with the person you feel guilt to and seek forgiveness. 
 
Lines 
 
Some people just draw lines. If these are drawn with a lot of pressure, they represent aggression 
and apprehension. The pressure is basically that decides your mood. The lighter the pressure, the 
more peace you have in your mind. Zigzags show discomfort in life that one might want to 
escape or are energetic and just desire to get on with things. If it has soft, flowing, curvy lines it 
suggest a romantic, female approach to things, patterns made up of lots of straight lines, indicate 
more aggressive masculine characteristics. 
 
Stars 
 
Stars indicate a feeling of hopefulness, a looking forward or up to things, and optimism. People 
who draw clustered stars are irrepressibly romantic. Spider Web can symbolize a feeling of being 
trapped or the desire to entice someone into a particular relationship or situation. 
 
Trees 
 



Trees represent our egos and our ambitions, so take particular note of the health of the tree! 
Trees with leaves and fruit indicate that the doodler associates love, sex, and children together. 
Bare, drooping branches indicate depression and lack of fighting spirit. Rootless trees may 
indicate that the doodler feels him or herself to be without roots.  
A tree symbolizes a person or a thing from the past that you do not happen to forget. Moreover, 
you might fear insecurity and would want to be protected. This might be your feeling if your tree 
is standing alone. If surrounded by flowers, it indicates happiness and love for family. 
 
Hearts 
 
The doodler has love on the brain. Hearts represent a need to find unity and peace. They can 
indicate someone who is struggling to draw everything together and make sense of it. It can also 
indicate a strong intuitive sense that things are coming together to form a whole, whether that 
refers to relationships, or life in general. Since they're made with round movements, circles 
indicate a more passive feeling than angles. They're associated with feeling sociable, talkative 
and friendly, with a desire to be flexible and loving. 
 
Flowers 
 
Flowers represent our feminine side, and a desire to see growth, nature, and reproduction. If 
flowers are in an arrangement, it denotes a sense of family and togetherness. McNichol writes 
that Jung believed dreams of flowers suggest a need to release emotion people feel unable to 
express openly. Drawing flowers as your doodles suggest femininity. This is the reason why 
usually girls are observed to draw flowers while they doodle. Moreover, drawing flowers also 
suggest that you might be becoming aware of your own personality and waiting to bloom. 
 
It turns out that a lot of inner problems may be solved if you know what your doodles mean. 
Noteworthy is that people aged 18-34 almost always doodle, and only a half of 65-aged people 
do that. So, you can make use of these signs and respond to them in time. 


